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Abstract

Learning vocabulary is one of the most challenging tasks faced by learners with a non-kanji background when learning Japanese as a foreign language. However, learners are often not aware of the range of different aspects of word knowledge they need in order to successfully use Japanese. This includes not only the spoken and written form of a word and its meaning, but also morphological, grammatical, collocational, connotative and pragmatic knowledge as well as knowledge of social constraints to be observed. In this article, we present some background data on the use of dictionaries among students of Japanese at the University of Ljubljana, a selection of resources and a series of exercises developed with the following aims: a) to foster greater awareness of the different aspects of Japanese vocabulary, both from a monolingual and a contrastive perspective, b) to learn about tools and methods that can be applied in different contexts of language learning and language use, and c) to develop strategies for learning new vocabulary, reinforcing knowledge about known vocabulary, and effectively using this knowledge in receptive and productive language tasks.
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Povzetek

Učenje besedišča je ena najbolj zahtevnih nalog pri učenju japonščine kot tujega jezika za študente, ki še ne poznajo kitajskih pismenk. Študenti se pri tem velikokrat ne zavedajo širine nabora informacij o posameznih besedah, ki je potreben za uspešno komuniciranje v japonščini. Za vsako besedo morajo namreč poznati poleg njene pisane in glasovne oblike ter pomena tudi njene oblikoslovne, skladenjske, kolokacijske, konotacijske in pragmatične lastnosti ter družbeno pogojene omejitve pri njeni rabi. V članku predstavimo rezultate ankete o rabi slovarjev med študenti japonščine na Univerzi v Ljubljani ter izbor referenčnih virov in zbirko vaj, ki smo jih sestavili z naslednjimi cilji: a) razviti zavest o različnih vidikih besedišča, tako z enojezičnega kot s kontrastivnega zornega kota; b) spoznati orodja in metode, ki se lahko uporabijo v različnih kontekstih učenja in rabe jezika; c) razviti strategij za učenje novega besedišča, utrjevanje znanega besedišča in za učinkovito rabo tega znanja v pasivnih in aktivnih jezikovnih nalogah.

Ključne besede: učenje besedišča; učenje japonščine kot tujega jezika; raba slovarjev; raba korpusov
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1. **Introduction**

Learning vocabulary is one of the most challenging tasks faced by learners with a non-kanji background when learning Japanese as a foreign language. Most learners are well aware of the quantitative dimension of this task from the beginning and soon develop or try to develop strategies to memorise large quantities of words and kanji characters. However, they are often not equally aware of the qualitative dimension of vocabulary and of the range of different aspects of word knowledge they need in order to successfully use Japanese. This includes not only the spoken and written form of a word and its meaning, but also morphological, grammatical, collocational, connotative and pragmatic knowledge as well as knowledge of social constraints to be observed.

In the following sections, we present some background data on the use of dictionaries among students of Japanese at the University of Ljubljana, gleaned from a small-scale questionnaire survey and from informal observations in class.

We then present a selection of resources and a series of exercises developed with the following aims: a) to foster greater awareness of the different aspects of Japanese vocabulary, both from a monolingual and a contrastive perspective, b) to learn about tools and methods that can be applied in different contexts of language learning and language use, and c) to develop strategies for learning new vocabulary, reinforcing knowledge about known vocabulary, and effectively using this knowledge in receptive and productive language tasks.

2. **Background: dictionary use among Japanese language students**

In order to investigate how students approach vocabulary learning, in the spring of 2013 we conducted a small-scale questionnaire on the use of reference resources (dictionaries, internet sites, mobile applications etc.) among students of Japanese in their second and third year of study at the University of Ljubljana. We found that students very often do use dictionaries and other resources during their study, but are not particularly selective when choosing which dictionary to use, and mostly look up only the most basic information.

While all of the 17 students surveyed reported that they use on-line dictionaries, only one reported having and using a dictionary in book form (Hadamitsky & Spahn 1982, a reference book of very small size) to look up the readings and stroke order of unknown characters. Six students reported having and using portable electronic dictionaries (Sharp and Casio, produced for the Japanese market) to look up Japanese-English or English-Japanese translations and unknown kanji characters.

All students reported they use on-line free dictionaries. The dictionaries and other on-line resources mentioned by students are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: On-line resources used by Japanese language students at the University of Ljubljana.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of resource</th>
<th>Resource name</th>
<th>no. of students (N=17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>based on WWWJDIC</td>
<td>jisho.org</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tangorin.com</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.popjisyo.com">www.popjisyo.com</a></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rikaichan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>translate.google.com</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>jaSlo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources</td>
<td>reading tutor (language.tiu.ac.jp)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanji resources</td>
<td>handwritten kanji recognition kanji.sljfaq.org</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kanjialive.com</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grammar resources</td>
<td>j-gram (<a href="http://www.jgram.org">www.jgram.org</a>)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natsume</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maggiesensei.com</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the dictionaries they mentioned are based on the Japanese-English database produced by the Electronic Dictionary Research and Development Group at Monash University (EDRDG 2014), a dictionary with a very large number of lemmas but only basic information for each lemma (part of speech, translation equivalents, some stylistic labels and a crowdsourced database of usage examples). Twelve out of seventeen students used jisho.org, four used tangorin.com, four used the browser add-on Rikaichan, and one used popjisyo.com; four of the students reported using two of these, although they are only different interfaces to the same Japanese-English database.

Six students reported using the machine-translation site translate.google.com to look up words in several directions (Japanese to English, English to Japanese, Slovene to Japanese), while only two students mentioned other tools. Moreover, 10 out of 17 students reported they use dictionary applications on their mobile phone; some noted the name of the application (four mentioned Kanji recognizer, three mentioned JED, two mentioned WWWJDIC (based on EDRDG), and each of the following was mentioned by one student: All 国語辞典, imiwa (based on EDRDG), Lexiqon and Aedict), while some just answered "a dictionary on my mobile phone".

While it is clear that most students probably use freely available resources because they cannot afford expensive electronic dictionaries, it is rather surprising that none of them mentioned freely available Japanese comprehensive reference sites such as weblio, yahoo jisho, goo jisho or Sanseido's Web Dictionary. When asked about these sites in follow-up interviews, most students responded that they did know about some of these.
sites, but were overwhelmed by the Japanese interface and did not feel comfortable using them.

When asked what they use these dictionaries and tools for, all students reported they look up words (translations) and unknown kanji characters, and eight out of seventeen students reported they look up how words are used in context.

Finally, when asked whether they have any difficulty with these dictionaries and tools, five students reported they do not always find the word they are looking for, three mentioned that translate.google.com is not reliable, three reported they cannot read the Japanese words they find and spend time looking up the readings, two mentioned they are not sure whether the word they find is the right one for what they mean, two reported having problems with their internet connection, and only one mentioned the problem that words and senses (translations) in the on-line dictionaries are not ordered according to frequency. These answers indicate that students tend to use dictionaries and other reference tools to look up translations of single words and character readings, and are mostly concerned with finding translation equivalents, while only some search for contexts of word use, and none apparently look up connotations, stylistic or pragmatic information.

The survey had two limitations. Firstly, the questions were open ended in order not to influence the responses, and it is therefore quite possible that students forgot to mention some of the reference sources and tools they use, or specific information that they look up less frequently. Secondly, the survey did not cover all of our students and is not representative of the whole student population. However, some tendencies were observed that are also reflected in other reports on dictionary use by learners of Japanese (Fukuda & Hiratsuka 2011, Suzuki 2012, Moroz 2013). Overall, students tend to use simple and freely available reference tools, relying on crowd-sourced Japanese-English and English-Japanese bilingual dictionaries with user-friendly interfaces. They are mostly not aware of other, more sophisticated tools and reference material, and even those students who do know about other resources mostly use them only to look up translations and readings.

On the basis of these results and of similar feedback repeatedly obtained during informal observation in class, we concluded that students need more information on other available reference sources and tools, in order to be able to select the most appropriate tool in each learning situation, and that they require coaching on the use of these tools for specific language learning needs.

3. **Introducing students to different reference resources**

Considering our students' reference habits, we selected a few resources that could better equip them for their learning needs and developed some exercises to help them master the use of these resources.
3.1 Dictionaries

Firstly, since many students are not aware of different freely available resources, we compiled a list of links to on-line dictionaries on the department's e-learning site\(^1\), including

a) the Japanese-Slovene dictionary \(jaSlo\)^2, compiled at our department (Hmeljak Sangawa & Erjavec 2012), surprisingly not known to many of the students;

b) different interfaces to WWWJDIC mentioned by students themselves, including WWWJDIC\(^3\) itself and its popular interfaces: Denshi Jisho\(^4\), Tangorin\(^5\) and Popjisyo\(^6\);

c) Japanese reference sites - dictionary aggregators such as Yahoo! dictionary\(^7\), goo dictionary\(^8\), kotobank\(^9\) and Weblio\(^10\), all of which include dictionaries by major Japanese publishing houses such as Sanseido, Kodansha, Shogakukan and others;

d) the crowd-sourced Japanese-English dictionary \(Eijiro\)^11,

e) other sites mentioned by students, including Google translate\(^12\).

This list of on-line reference sources is also presented alongside other resources (textbooks and reference books) during orientation meetings held for each Japanese language class at the beginning of the academic year, where students are encouraged to explore the resources and familiarise themselves with them.

3.2 Corpora and lexical profiling systems

The second part of the list of on-line resources includes corpora and lexical profiling systems that can be used by intermediate and advanced students to obtain more detailed information about collocational and stylistic aspects of the words they are learning.

---

1 Resource list within the departmental bulletin board "Jpn forum" at [http://e-ucenje.ff.uni-lj.si/mod/page/view.php?id=4426]
2 \(jaSlo\) [http://nl.ijs.si/jaslo/cgi/jaslo.pl]
3 WWWJDIC [http://wwwjdic.org/]
4 Denshi Jisho [http://jisho.org/]
5 tangorin [http://tangorin.com/]
6 Popjisyo [http://www.popjisyo.com/]
7 Yahoo!日本 辞書 [http://dic.yahoo.co.jp/]
8 goo 辞書 [http://dictionary.goo.ne.jp/]
9 kotobank [http://kotobank.jp/]
10 Weblio [http://www.weblio.jp/]
11 Eijiro 英辞郎 [http://www.alc.co.jp/]
12 google translate [https://translate.google.com/]
In the last few years, quite a number of Japanese corpora and query systems have been developed, beginning with *BCCWJ*\(^{13}\) developed at the NINJAL Center for Corpus Development with the concordancers *Shonagon*\(^{14}\) and *Chunagon*\(^{15}\) (Maekawa et al. 2014); *JpWaC*, a web corpus deployed within the lexical profiling system *Sketch Engine*\(^{16}\) (Srdanović et al. 2008); its derivative *JpWaC-L* (Hmeljak Sangawa & Erjavec 2012), a corpus for learners of Japanese containing extracts from *JpWaC* ranked according to the five levels of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test specifications (JF & AIEJ 2004); the *Japanese internet corpus and query system*\(^{17}\) developed at the Centre for Translation studies of the University of Leeds (Sharoff 2006); the writing support system *Natsume*\(^{18}\) developed at Tokyo Institute of Technology, a lexical profiling system covering multiple monolingual Japanese corpora simultaneously (Hodošček & Nishina 2012); and the lexical profiling system *NINJAL-LWP* developed by the National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics and the Lago Institute of Language, applied to both the *BCCWJ*\(^{19}\) (Pardeshi & Akasegawa 2011) and to the *Tsukuba web corpus*\(^{20}\) (Imai et al. 2013).

Students are also encouraged to use bilingual concordances. In particular, they are introduced to two parallel concordancers. The first is the Japanese-Slovene parallel corpus *jaSlo*\(^{21}\) developed at our department, a corpus of literary, academic and other web-harvested Japanese texts with Slovene translations, amounting to 760,000 Japanese tokens in 132 documents and 530,000 tokens in the corresponding Slovene translations (Hmeljak Sangawa & Erjavec 2012). The second corpus tool is *Linguee*\(^{22}\), a freely available dictionary combined with a search engine that retrieves translated examples from internet-harvested bilingual texts (Calvert 2009).

### 4. Vocabulary exercises

After being introduced to the resources listed above, students engage in a series of vocabulary exercises and tasks, similar to those described by Frankenberg-Garcia (2012, 2014) and Montero et al. (2014). These were developed with two main aims. The first is to equip students with a knowledge of existing resources, the skills needed to use them, and strategies for choosing the most effective resource in specific situations. The second

---

\(^{13}\) NINJAL Center for Corpus Development [http://www.ninjal.ac.jp/corpus_center/]

\(^{14}\) Shonagon [http://www.kotonoha.gr.jp/shonagon/]

\(^{15}\) Chunagon [http://chunagon.ninjal.ac.jp/]

\(^{16}\) Sketch Engine [http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/]

\(^{17}\) Leeds internet corpora [http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/internet.html]

\(^{18}\) Natsume writing support system [http://hinoki.ryu.titech.ac.jp/natsume/]

\(^{19}\) NINJAL-LWP for BCCWJ (NLB) [http://nlb.ninjal.ac.jp/]

\(^{20}\) NINJAL-LWP for TWC (NLT) [http://corpus.tsukuba.ac.jp/]

\(^{21}\) jaSlo parallel corpus [http://nl.ijs.si/noske/jpl2.cgi/first_form]

\(^{22}\) Linguee [http://www.linguee.com/english-japanese]
is to foster awareness of the different aspects of vocabulary knowledge, while encouraging autonomous learning.

We begin with simple exploratory tasks to introduce students to the use of different resources and interfaces. The first task focuses on dictionaries rather than on corpora, since dictionaries are used by all students and are already familiar to them.

4.1 Task 1: verifying the source

Since most students rely on dictionary sites or mobile applications based on the crowd-sourced Japanese-English database produced by EDRDG and are sometimes not even aware of the fact that they are looking up data from the same database using different interfaces, we prepared an exercise to raise their awareness about the structure and content of different dictionary sites, asking them to distinguish between the interface and the data source.

Students are briefly introduced to the dictionaries mentioned in 3.1 and then asked to find and compare dictionary entries for the same word in all dictionary sites.

For example, when they search for the word 留守番, they find that WWWJDIC, Denshi Jisho, Tangorin and Popjisyo provide exactly the same English translations, part of speech information and compound entry, and that even the examples (given only in WWWJDIC and Tangorin) are exactly the same, while only the amount of external links and the layout and colour of the entries are different.

Figure 1: Results for the search string 留守番 in WWJDIC.
Figure 2: Results for the search string 留守番 in Denshi jisho.

Figure 3: Results for the search string 留守番 in Tangorin.
Further, they find that the first three of these dictionaries also provide automatically generated links to other dictionaries: WWWJDIC includes links to Google search, Google images, Sanseido dictionary, Eijiro on ALC, example sentences from the Tatoeba project, JapanesePod101.com, Japanese WordNet and Japanese Wikipedia (in the case of 留守番 only six of these links are available); Denshi Jisho offers links to Yahoo! dictionary, goo dictionary and Google search; and Tangorin offers links to Yahoo! dictionary, goo dictionary, Eijiro, Weblio, Linguee, Google Translate, Google.com and Google.co.jp.

On the other hand, they also discover that Eijiro offers the largest number of English translations, examples and compounds, which are different from the other dictionaries, while weblio, Yahoo!dictionary, goo dictionary and kotobank provide similar data from dictionaries that have been published also in book form by traditional dictionary publishing houses.

Finally, we point out to the students the [Edit] and [Amend] buttons in WWWJDIC and check their functioning, to make students aware that entries in this dictionary are often user generated content and sometimes need amending or editing.

With this task, students are encouraged to check the origin of the data they find in on-line reference services, to distinguish between reference data and interfaces, and to choose what works best for them considering both the ease of use and the reliability of the site.
4.2 Task 2: matching senses to corpus examples

This task is aimed at familiarising students with Japanese language corpora, their interfaces and search methods, and to help them discover the difference between dictionary descriptions or translations, which capture the main senses and uses of a word, and examples of word use in corpora, which sometimes deviate from the prototypical uses found in dictionaries. Students are presented with a monolingual dictionary definition of a word with multiple senses and its translations, and instructed to search for the same word in different corpora. Their task is to select five examples from each corpus they consult, as if they were compiling an entry for a learners’ dictionary, trying to select examples that are understandable to learners at their own level, and representative of the sense described.

For example, given the following dictionary definitions and translations for the word 運動 (Shogakukan Digital Daijisen 2011, Shogakukan Progressive Japanese-English Dictionary 2012), they matched them with examples such as those given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source</th>
<th>definition / example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daijisen</td>
<td>1. 物が動くこと。物体が時間の経過とともに空間的位置を変えすること。「振り子の—」「天体—」⇔静止。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1. （物体の動き）motion; movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JpWaC-L</td>
<td>夢のない人生なんて機械の運動と変わらないじゃないか。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daijisen</td>
<td>2. からだを鍛え、健康を保つために身体を動かすこと。スポーツ。「肥満防止のために—する」「—競技」</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>2. （体を動かすこと）exercise; （スポーツ）sports⇒スポーツ; （運動競技）athletics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JpWaC-L</td>
<td>子供さんと遊ぶのはすごい運動ですよ。体にも、心にも準備運動が必要なのだである。どう考えても、ものを食べて、運動もせずに痩せられるはずがない。普通の運動靴では滑って登れない。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daijisen</td>
<td>3. ある目的を達するために活動したり、各方面に働きかけること。「選挙—」「労働—」「委員になるため—する」</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>3. （働きかけ）a drive; （集団による）a movement; （特別の目的をもつ組織的活動）a campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JpWaC-L</td>
<td>私がいた当時、すでに権威主義者側から反対運動が起こっていた。70年代の学生運動の様子が良く分かります。これは女性解放運動が望んだものではないであろう。</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Task 3 worksheet - matching dictionary definitions with corpus examples.
During this task students get acquainted with different corpora interfaces, practice skimming through large amounts of text, become aware of frequent compounds or collocations in which the words are used, and notice how some senses appear more frequently than others.

4.3 Task 3: comparing dictionary and corpus translations

The next task is carried out using the Japanese-Slovene parallel corpus jaSlo. Students are again given polysemous words and instructed to search for all possible translations of these words in bilingual corpus examples, in order to compile a bilingual dictionary entry for the given word. During this task they notice how some words (technical terms etc.) are mostly translated with the same equivalent, how polysemous words may have many different translations (e.g. 世話、余裕、無難、etc.), and how some words (人、また、evidential expressions, onomatopoeia etc.) are sometimes not translated at all. They furthermore explore translations (or omissions) for culturally bound terms (e.g. 就職活動, お酌 etc.), for modal expressions, adverbs (はず、せっかく、やはり、さすが、よほど), and false friends (イメージ *imidž, ドレス *dres, タレント *talent, ユニーク *unikaten, ホステス *hostesa, サービス *servis).

4.4 Task 4: translating into Japanese

The last task is again carried out using the Japanese-Slovene parallel corpus jaSlo, but in the opposite direction, searching for all possible translations (or omissions) of Slovene polysemous words, as if to compile a Slovene-Japanese dictionary entry. Distinguishing between Japanese synonyms is very challenging, and students are encouraged to first determine which word or multiword expression in the Japanese examples corresponds to the given Slovene word, and then look up these Japanese words in other corpora and dictionaries.

5. Feedback and conclusion

A portion of these exercises was tested in class, and received a mixed response. Overall, students tended to dislike too long exercises and having to browse through long concordance lists. They were frustrated and confused when they had to go through too many steps. The tasks presented above therefore need some refinement and more intermediate tasks, to gradually introduce students to different functions and search methods, with examples that are neither too difficult nor too obvious for the students’ level of language competence.

Students responded positively to tasks involving adding or amending content on collaborative sites. Given the scarcity of human and financial resources for the creation of Japanese-Slovene lexicographic resources, a language combination with a very limited number of users and an even more limited number of potential bilingual
lexicographers, the involvement of Japanese language learners in a guided collaborative Japanese-Slovene dictionary project could produce useful data while at the same time raising students’ awareness of the process of dictionary compilation and of the limitations of entries in existing dictionaries.
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